Fall/Winter 2022

Our story

We are ESSENZA. Our desire is to inspire, stimulate and move you. We offer comfort to help
you feel yourself at home and sleep better. Whoever or wherever you are, ESSENZA makes this
possible. Show us who you are and what your style is. Be unique. Be yourself. Be ESSENZA. In our
extensive home and interior collections, you will find everything you need to turn your home into
a stylish, personal work of art; luxurious, elegant and exclusive.
We are constantly looking for innovation from all the things that makes life more beautiful. We
are inspired by the people around us, by other cultures and traditions, by the colours, smells, and
tastes that we experience, whether closer to home or from far away. Finally, we are also inspired
by Mother Earth. Nature is an inexhaustible source of inspiration for us. In all her seasons she has
so much beauty to offer. We mix and match all these new impressions, insights and ideas in our
own studio, forming elegant, inspiring and expressive collections.
For more than 30 years we have been designing iconic home and interior collections with great
care to create stylish looks with a unique twist. Whether you like rich floral prints, love checks and
stripes or go for a simple uni bedding: at ESSENZA we have something beautiful for everyone.
At ESSENZA we believe in buying less, but better. That is why we produce high-quality,
sustainable products that are our response to today's throwaway culture. We design and
manufacture our collections with love, care and attention to both people and the environment.
We do this because we believe it is extremely important that everyone has the chance to get a
better night’s sleep.
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May 2022

L

et’s start with a confession: I’ve got a love-hate relationship with the city. Oh

yes, I adore my urban apartment and all the comfort of the city. Going for after work
drinks just around the corner, heading to theater and cinema by bike, contemplatively
strolling around the canals with a coffee to go in hand. But every so often, I’m finished
with all the input and temptations. I want to go outside - into nature! My inner country
girl takes over and I exchange the canals for a wander through the woods with my
wellies on. I dream about a Victorian manor house with ornate wall paper and walled
vegetable gardens. And then, after a day with my hands in the soil, I’ll warm myself
with a blanket next to a crackling wood fire. You get the picture. Yet not before long,
and I’m yearning for the city again.
The best of both, if only that were possible. Well, I can tell you: with our fall/winter ’22
collection you’ll come a long way. With fabrics so soft and prints so rich that they’ll
give you that stately, nostalgic feeling. Both literally and figuratively speaking. Country
and city. Jane Austen would die for these. And you’ll understand it when you see the
images in this collection book. The prints are both strong and gracious. You get a
taste of the past, combined with a contemporary touch, which gives this collection a
whole new energy. I’m incredibly proud of this fall/winter ’22 collection titled The Fall
Project. We have outdone ourselves once again. The prints are a mix of recognition and
renewal. The combinations are daring, yet always elegant. I hope you’ll be as much in
awe as we are - if not more - when seeing (and feeling!) this collection. It makes my
own heart beat a little faster either way.
Something else that makes my heart beat faster, is the five year anniversary of
our bestseller print Fleur. For this special occasion, we gave it the beautiful colour
blooming black and a celebratory name: Fleur Festive. For me personally, Fleur reflects
everything that is ESSENZA. It’s colourful, shiny, luxurious and recognisable. Just
like our brand. During the last five years, ESSENZA has developed itself into a clear,
premium brand with a strong signature. More and more people feel at home with
ESSENZA. Because whether you love rich floral prints, adore stripes or checks or prefer
a unicoloured duvet cover: we have it all. Different, yet unified. That’s ESSENZA. That’s
us. That’s you.
I wish you all a lovely endless and dreamy summer (and secretly I’m already excited
about fall).

Lovely greetings,
Floor Smits
Head of Brands
www.essenzahome.nl
info@essenzahome.nl
@essenzahome
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Welcome to

The Fall Project
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A shadow play created by the last rays of sunshine.
Objects covered in soft moss. A crackling fire. Comfy
with a capital C, without sacrificing style. This
collection brings an English fairy tale to mind. Rich
fabrics, warm, royal colours and luxurious prints that
would fit right into a stately Victorian manor house.
One of those where beauty and craftsmanship are at
its core. The ESSENZA fall/winter ‘22 collection is a
collection inspired by the past, given a contemporary
feel. Romantic yet fierce at the same time. Waiting
for the dark days, we get comfortable and cosy inside
and surround ourselves with the finest bedding and
the most gorgeous accessories. We escape the every
day by choosing rich fabrics and luxurious prints that
are sure to make an impression. Inspired by natural
shapes and symmetrical, repeating patterns. Like
always, with an eye for detail and of high quality,
whilst being sustainable at the same time. That’s
what we find important. Therefore we proudly
announce: You’re cordially invited to The Fall Project.
This fall/winter ’22 collection has partly drawn inspiration from the English Arts & Crafts movement: a movement in arts and
industrial design during the late 19th Century. Designer William Morris was one of the main founders of this movement. He was of
the opinion that products should not only be beautiful, but functional too. We fully embrace this philosophy.
Like usual, we divided our new bedding and accessoires collection into three themes. This season those themes are Lavish Affair,
Modern Antiques and Majestic Bloom. We see nostalgic and outspoken prints, as well as warm and daring colour combinations
executed on rich fabrics. It’s a fairy tale like collection, with the famed ESSENZA stamp all over it.
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Colour card
The general vibe of the autumn/winter ’22 collection is ambitious and
rich. The light shades make way for more endearing colours. This season
we chose a warm, rich and royal colour palette.
In the first theme (Lavish Affair) it is yellow straw, bright terra, antique
pink and purple breeze that bring a clear, optimistic note. Perfect to
dispel any winter blues. Combined with the blue counterparts, night blue
and boyish blue, it’s a match made in heaven. These colour gradations
go perfectly with our organic prints, but also work incredibly well in the
rhythmic patterns.
We are continuing the neutral tones from spring/summer ’22 into this
autumn, but now with a fuller and warmer tone. Those are the browns
from the second chapter (Modern Antiques): almost black, bronze brown,
light leather and winter brown. The balanced tone-on-tone neutrals,
faded white and beachwood white, exude tranquility and pair beautifully
with the majestic and compelling dark tones.
In the third theme (Majestic Bloom), we see the colour comforting green
- the name speaks for itself - that brings peace and comfort. Green is a
colour that we still see a lot of; it provides familiarity and is a mirror of
nature’s strong resilience. Together with the shades of blue that enrich
the palette, it’s the most commercial colour palette.

Chapter 1: Lavish Affair

Chapter 2: Modern Antiques

Chapter 3: Majestic Bloom
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Arts & Crafts
It’s the fifth anniversary of our most popular and iconic design Fleur,

drawn version of Ophelia. Felipa comes in a jacquard weave and

so we repainted the flower print with liquid watercolour. This became

shows a smaller scale of Ophelia in one colour. Print Juliette consists

design Flore, executed in two different colours. Another design that is

of a branch of Ophelia and design Amelie features a big placed print

based on the Fleur, albeit a bit harder to discover, is the Sol. For this

made up from parts of Ophelia.

print, all the colours f rom the Fleur were selected and rearranged

Teade is a hand drawn, contemporary version of the old fashioned

in a wavy pattern. We then used the pinkish colour card of theme 1

check. When you look close up, you can see the depth and detail of

and the green tint of theme 3 to recolour this pattern. When you look

the print.

close enough, you can see the numerous thin stripes in the new Sol
design. It gives subtle retro vibes, yet it’s elegant and fierce at the

Sustainable and comfortable

same time.

ESSENZA cares for our planet and chooses yet again to use
sustainable materials. A number of duvet covers are made of GOTS

Ophelia is the main print of this fall/winter ’22 collection and has

certified cotton satin, Lyocell and bamboo viscose.

been inspired by the prints of William Morris and the Arts & Crafts

The roll cushion, cushions and velvet plaids come in a new material:

movement. There’s five designs in this collection that are part of the

the front is made from 100% recycled polyester and the reverse is

Ophelia family: Ophelia, Juliette, Amelie, Veron and Felipa.

a mix of 70% recycled polyester and 30% polyester. The fillings are

Ophelia shows an allover repetition with big and small flowers and

made from 100% polyester.

branches with leaves. Design Veron is the same design, but a hand
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The Fall Project
We designed this fall/winter ’22 home collection with care and love. And like always at ESSENZA, with fabrics that are truly soft, durable and
comfortable. With a few delicate, refined details in the form of a chic piping. It has become a grand collection: lovely fabrics, rich prints and an
overall luxurious finish and feel. To get a lovely night’s sleep in and to surround yourself with in your home; products to feel ever more at home
with.
Because feeling at home is something we find of great importance at ESSENZA. Whoever or wherever you are. Whatever your style may be.
Whether you prefer bold prints or opt for a softer look. We can all agree on this one thing: home should be a place of comfort and cosiness.
Feel free to make it special this season - we would love to help you! This season, we retreat back inside, towards the best version of ourselves.
A lovely home is part of that. Rich, yet serene. Hopeful and ambitious. And a little eccentric at times. The Fall Project is coming.

Noma

Diem

Ophelia

Juliette

Stach

Sol

Flore

Veron

Feda

Maere

Felipa

Juliette

Amelie

Verena

Maere

Georgia

Ophelia

Amelie

Stach

Sol

Flore

Teade(s)

Veron

Teade(s)

Feda
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Chapter 1:

Lavish
Affair

We float on a pink cloud towards fall. With a touch of lilac, bright terra, lots of
pink and here and there a contrasting counterpart like dark blue or pea green.
Together, these colours bring the right dose of character. The prints are rich,
floral and luxurious. It’s definitely not for wallflowers. No, this chapter breathes
allure and has got everything that makes our heart beat faster. The end of
summer is near, romance is in the air. It’s time for a Lavish Affair.
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Lavish Affair

Lavish Affair
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1.

16

Lavish Affair

premium

Noma thyme

50% cotton, 50% lyocell satin, 300TC, with piping

This gorgeous printed fabric with flowers and leafs was made at the end of the 19th Century. We found it in the
archives of the Rijksmuseum and fell in love with the colours, mirror symmetries and the incredible detailing of the
embroidery. We decided to turn it into a duvet cover which will, without a doubt, steal the show in every bedroom.
1. Noma thyme carpet - 2. Furry bright terra cushion

2.

Lavish Affair
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1.

2.
3.

1. Julia earth pink cushion - 2. Teddy nightblue roll cushion - 3. Julia nightblue plaid/quilt
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Lavish Affair

premium

Diem antique pink
100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

Duvet cover Diem is a true show stopper. The print is
so gorgeous, you just keep looking at it! The ferns and
crane birds on the pink background make this print both
magical and mysterious at the same time. On the reverse
side of the cover you’ll find small hand painted white
flowers. Duvet cover Diem is also available in a night blue
and pistache coloured version. Made f rom 100% GOTS
certified cotton satin: sustainable, smooth, soft and super
strong. A winner in every way.

Lavish Affair
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premium

Minte purple breeze

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed, 300TC, double stitch seam

Mighty Minte! Once you slept under the Minte, you will never go back to
something else. We totally get it: you’ve never felt something this soft,
smooth and strong before. That’s because this duvet cover is made from
300TC cotton satin. It comes in various colours, and purple breeze is the
newest addition available from autumn/winter ’22 onwards. Whichever
colour you may choose, sweet dreams are guaranteed!

1.

2.

3.
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Lavish Affair

4.

1. Julia mauve cushion - 2. Naina dusty lilac cushion - 3. Ophelia nightblue plaid/quilt - 4. Ophelia nightblue carpet

Lavish Affair
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Lavish Affair

campaign

Ophelia nightblue
100% cotton satin

Oh, Ophelia! Who can resist this true showstopper? For the gorgeous print, inspiration was drawn from the Arts &
Crafts movement, a movement of art and industrial design in the late 19th Century. This cotton satin duvet cover
is lovely and soft with a slight sheen and comes in a night blue version, which makes the flower print subtly stand
out. The reverse side of the duvet cover has the same night blue colour with a soft, graphic dot pattern.
1. Ophelia nightblue carpet

1.

Lavish Affair
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Jula Ophelia nightblue
kimono (ankle length)
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Lavish Affair

Lavish Affair
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1.

Juliette antique pink
100% cotton satin
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Lavish Affair

1. Furry denim cushion - 2. Naina denim cushion - 3. Julia café noir plaid/quilt - 4. Noma thyme carpet

2.
3.

4.

The botanical print from Juliette consists of a branch out of print Ophelia, inspired by the prints from the Arts
& Crafts movement. The soft green combined with the antique pink is, in our humble opinion, a match made
in heaven. The reverse side of the duvet cover is a uni colour pink. You’ve never seen something this sweet and
dreamy before. Anyone looking to give their bedroom a fresh and romantic update will easily achieve that with
Juliette. Finish the look with a beautiful plaid and some pretty cushions and the transformation is complete!

Lavish Affair
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Stach antique pink

100% cotton satin

Those who love graphical prints will surely fall in love with duvet
cover Stach, made from lovely soft and shiny cotton satin. This duvet
cover gives your bedroom an instant dose of colour, yet doing so
without overpowering. The reverse features a subtle block pattern,
so if you’re in the mood for a toned down look, you can just turn the
cover around! Whichever side you’ll choose, we bet you’ll have sweet,
colourful dreams.
1. Julia yellow straw cushion - 2. Billie purple breeze cushion
3. Julia yellow straw plaid/quilt - 4. Noma thyme carpet

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Lavish Affair

Lavish Affair
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30

Lavish Affair

Sol antique pink
100% cotton satin

In honour of the five year anniversary of our bestseller print Fleur, we
created a design with all the colours f rom the Fleur and rearranged those
in a wavy pattern. And here you go, meet duvet cover Sol: isn’t she pretty?
When you look close up, you can see that design Sol consists of numerous
thin stripes. It gives subtle retro vibes while being elegant and fierce at the
same time. A magnificent statement for your bedroom. Available in a pink
(antique pink) and a green (comforting green) version and made from
lovely soft and slightly shiny cotton satin.
1. Julia mauve cushion - 2. Julia yellow straw cushion
3. Riv lavender blue cushion - 4. Furry bright terra cushion
5. Julia yellow straw plaid/quilt - 6. Ophelia nightblue carpet

1.

2.
4.

3.

5.

6.

Lavish Affair
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Flore yellow straw
100% cotton satin

Those that appreciate some retro vibes (because hey, that’s going on a lot
again), will pick duvet cover Flore. This duvet cover is made from 100% cotton
satin which means it’s soft, smooth and durable. Did you know this design is a
spin off f rom our bestseller print Fleur? In honour of the five year anniversary
of Fleur, we painted this print with liquid watercolour and placed it on a duvet
cover. And for those who are opting for the complete look, there’s matching
home wear too.
1. Julia yellow straw cushion - 2. Billie purple breeze cushion
3. Bllie purple breeze plaid/quilt - 4. Aurelie vanilla carpet

2.

3.
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Lavish Affair

1.

4.

Lavish Affair
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1. Ophelia nightblue plaid/quilt
2. Ophelia nightblue cushion (reverse)
3. Ophelia nightblue pouf
4. Ophelia nightblue carpet

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Lavish Affair

1. Ophelia nightblue cushion
2. Riv lavender blue cushion
3. Furry bright terra cushion
4. Juliette antique pink roll cushion

1.
2.

3.

6.

4.

Lavish Affair
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1. Billie purple breeze cushion - 2. Juliette antique pink roll cushion - 3. Billie purple breeze plaid/quilt - 4. Aurelie vanilla carpet

1.

3.

4.
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Lavish Affair

2.

Veron boyish blue
100% cotton (renforcé)

Duvet cover Veron shows a gorgeous hand painted version of print
Ophelia. Made of 100% cotton, which is very soft to the touch, to achieve
the right look: luxurious and cool, with a vintage touch. By choosing this
quality of fabric, the print is extra emphasised and it makes this duvet
cover literally into a dream for your bedroom. The reverse of the Veron is
unicoloured deep purple blue, just like the pillowcases, so you can change
things up when you’d like to.

Lavish Affair
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Feda bright terra

100% cotton satin

It looks like someone has draped flower garlands on your bed with extreme precision. Well, isn’t
that a dream come true? With duvet cover Feda you’ll step into a flower bed every night. Executed
in chic night blue or the romantic colour bright terra and made from lovely soft and shiny cotton
satin. Undoubtedly a favourite for orderly types, Feda is just as perfect for show-offs and romantics.
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Lavish Affair

1. Noma thyme carpet

1.

Lavish Affair
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Mix & Match

40

Lavish Affair

NOMA thyme

FURRY bright terra

JULIA café noir

NOMA thyme

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

plaid/quilt

carpet

fern yellow, moss, nightblue

DIEM antique pink

JULIA earth pink

TEDDY nightblue

JULIA nightblue

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

roll cushion

plaid/quilt

fern yellow, burgundy, nightblue

MINTE purple breeze

NAINA dusty lilac

OPHELIA nightblue

OPHELIA nightblue

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

cushion

plaid/quilt

purple breeze, burgundy, nightblue

OPHELIA nightblue

JULIA nightblue

JULIETTE antique pink

OPHELIA nightblue

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

roll cushion

carpet

purple breeze, burgundy, nightblue

Lavish Affair
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42

JULIETTE antique pink

NAINA denim

JULIA café noir

NOMA thyme

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

plaid/quilt

carpet

fern yellow, denim, nightblue

STACH antique pink

JULIA yellow straw

BILLIE purple breeze

JULIA yellow straw

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

cushion

plaid/quilt

fern yellow, lilac, burgundy

SOL antique pink

JULIA mauve

FURRY bright terra

OPHELIA nightblue

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

cushion

carpet

fern yellow, burgundy, nightblue

FLORE yellow straw

BILLIE purple breeze

BILLIE purple breeze

AURELIE vanilla

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

plaid/quilt

carpet

fern yellow, purple breeze, moss

Lavish Affair

VERON boyish blue

JULIETTE antique pink

BILLIE purple breeze

AURELIE vanilla

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

roll cushion

plaid/quilt

carpet

purple breeze, burgundy, nightblue

FEDA bright terra

FURRY bright terra

FURRY bright terra

OPHELIA nightblue

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

roll cushion

plaid

pouf

fern yellow, lilac, burgundy

Lavish Affair
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44

Modern Antiques

Chapter 2

Modern
Antiques
This theme brings an English fairy tale to mind. Tranquil colours and earthy
tones that make us all long for times past. With our eyes closed, we take a
moment to step out of the daily reality and try to find support in the familiar.
Comfortable and softening, yet anything but boring. While the days grow colder
and seem to become shorter, we get comfortable inside. With chic prints in
the most beautiful natural colours. They feel nearly vintage, yet become very
contemporary with the right execution. This chapter, Modern Antiques, is
timeless beauty.

Modern Antiques
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46

Modern Antiques

premium

Felipa darkest brown
100% bamboo viscose, jacquard woven, 300TC

Felipa is the epitome of style and class combined. This super soft and
subtly shiny duvet cover is the unicoloured version of big sister Ophelia
and is made from 100% bamboo viscose. The front side of the duvet
cover features a jacquard weave, the reverse is uni coloured. Add the
gorgeous deep, dark brown colour and you’ve got yourself a winner. Yes,
Felipa just breathes allure.
1. Furry chocolate roll cushion - 2. Julia café noir plaid/quilt
3. Juliette almost black carpet

1.

2.

3.

Modern Antiques
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Marcus James nightblue
pyjama top long sleeve

Ted Uni nightblue
top short sleeve

Jude Juliette nightblue
trousers short

Juliette almost black
duvet cover
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Modern Antiques

Marcus James nightblue
pyjama top long sleeve

Jack James nightblue
trousers long

Modern Antiques
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Duvet cover Maere will surely add a touch of romance to your

premium

bedroom. Maere shows a panel print inspired by the rich and

Maere faded white
100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

delicate lace fabrics at the Rijksmuseum. Every size duvet cover has
a panel at the centre and is framed by a decorative border. Available
is two gorgeous colours: faded white and comforting green. It is
made from a lovely soft, shiny, smooth and strong cotton satin
(100% GOTS certified); guaranteeing a great nights’ sleep!
1. Julia sand cushion - 2. Furry taupe roll cushion
3. Dailah cement roll cushion - 4. Julia café noir plaid/quilt
5. Juliette almost black carpet

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
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Modern Antiques

Modern Antiques
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Juliette almost black
100% cotton satin

The botanical print from Juliette consists of a branch out of print Ophelia, inspired by the Arts &
Crafts movement. The deep, dark brown combined with the light beige of the branches is, in our
humble opinion, a match made in heaven. The reverse side of the duvet cover is a deep, dark brown
uni colour. You’ve never seen something this chic and luxurious before. Anyone looking to give their
bedroom an elegant update will easily achieve that with Juliette. Finish the look with a beautiful
plaid and some pretty cushions and the transformation is complete!
1. Juliette almost black cushion - 2. Juliette almost black roll cushion
3. Furry bright terra plaid - 4. Juliette almost black carpet

3.

4.
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Modern Antiques

2.

1.

Modern Antiques
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Sammie Juliette nightblue
kimono

Maggie Juliette nightblue
trousers long
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Modern Antiques

Iris Juliette nightblue
short kimono

Maggie Juliette nightblue
trousers long

Modern Antiques
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Amelie faded white

100% cotton satin

Amelie makes us long for times past. With our eyes closed, we take a moment to step out of the
daily reality and try to find support in the familiar. Comfortable and softening, yet anything but
boring. Duvet cover Amelie is made f rom lovely soft and shiny cotton satin and is executed in the
beautiful colour faded white. It makes it feel nearly vintage, yet this version is totally contemporary.
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Modern Antiques

Modern Antiques

57

Verena almost black
100% cotton satin

Duvet cover Verena invites you to day dreaming. The various shades of brown
beautifully combine in this paisley like print that keeps holding your attention.
Finished dreaming? Turn the duvet cover over to reveal a floral print in deep dark
brown. Made from 100% cotton satin, that feels soft, smooth and super strong.
That luxury hotel feel, in your own home.
1. Julia brulee cushion - 2. Ruth biscuit plaid/quilt

1.

2.
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Modern Antiques

Modern Antiques
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1.

60

Modern Antiques

Fleur Festive blooming black
100% cotton satin

It’s time to celebrate with Festive Fleur! In 2022, our bestseller print Fleur turns five years old and
we decided to create a special anniversary edition. This overly chic black edition makes the colourful
flower print shine like never before. Did you know the flowers are inspired by the still lifes of the
Dutch Masters? Turn the duvet cover over for a more subtle look. The reverse side of this soft cotton
satin duvet cover is black with a shadow play of flowers and has, due to the fabric, a gorgeous subtle
shine to it. Sweet dreams guaranteed! A must for anyone who just can’t get enough of flowers - or of
pretty bedding.
1. Juliette almost black carpet

Modern Antiques
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1,

2.

1. Julia nightblue cushion - 2. Furry chocolate roll cushion
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Modern Antiques

Sarai Fleur Festive blooming black
kimono

Modern Antiques
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campaign

Teades light leather
100% cotton satin

Bring on the winter season! Duvet cover Teade brings instant
winter vibes to your bedroom. The print has been hand drawn
and shows a modern take on the old check pattern. A pretty
cool print at first glance, yet a closer look reveals the depth and
detailing of the incredible check. Available in lovely soft and
shiny cotton satin (Teades) and in super-soft cotton (Teade). The
beautiful earthy colours add to the warmth even more. We are in
awe! This winter will be a warm one for sure.
1. Furry bright terra cushion - 2. Furry chocolate roll cushion
3. Furry bright terra plaid - 4. Juliette almost black carpet

1.

3.

2.

4.
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Modern Antiques

Teade light leather
100% cotton (renforcé)

Modern Antiques
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1. Furry bright terra plaid
2. Furry bright terra cushion
3. Juliette almost black carpet

1.

2.

3.
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Modern Antiques

1. Juliette almost black cushion
2. Julia café noir plaid/quilt
3. Juliette almost black carpet

1.

2.

3.

Modern Antiques
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1. Juliette almost black cushion - 2. Furry bright terra cushion - 3. Furry chocolate roll cushion - 4. Juliette almost black carpet

1.

2.

3.

4.

68

Modern Antiques

Veron winter brown
100% cotton (renforcé)

Duvet cover Veron shows a gorgeous hand painted version of print Ophelia. Made of 100%
cotton, which is very soft to the touch, to achieve the right look: luxurious and cool, with a
vintage touch. By choosing this quality of fabric, the print is extra emphasised and it makes
this duvet cover literally into a dream for your bedroom. The reverse of the Veron is unicoloured
subtle winter brown, just like the pillowcases, so you can change things up when you’d like to.

Modern Antiques

69

Mix & Match
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Modern Antiques

FELIPA darkest brown

FURRY chocolate

JULIA café noir

JULIETTE almost black

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

roll cushion

plaid/quilt

carpet

cement, café noir, chocolate

MAERE faded white

JULIA sand

FURRY taupe

DAILAH cement

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

roll cushion

roll cushion

cement, café noir, chocolate

JULIETTE almost black

JULIETTE almost black

FURRY bright terra

JULIETTE almost black

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

plaid

carpet

cement, café noir, chocolate

AMELIE faded white

JULIA brulee

JULIETTE almost black

FURRY chocolate

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

roll cushion

plaid

cement, café noir, chocolate

Modern Antiques
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VERENA almost black

JULIA brulee

FURRY chocolate

RUTH biscuit

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

cushion

plaid/quilt

fern yellow, café noir, chocolate

FLEUR FESTIVE
blooming black

JULIA nightblue

JULIA café noir

JULIETTE almost black

FITTED SHEETS

cushion

plaid/quilt

carpet

fern yellow, café noir, black

TEADE(S) light leather

FURRY chocolate

FURRY bright terra

FURRY bright terra

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

roll cushion

cushion

plaid

fern yellow, cement, chocolate

VERON winter brown

JULIETTE almost black

FURRY bright terra

JULIETTE almost black

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

roll cushion

carpet

cement, café noir, chocolate

duvet cover set
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Majestic Bloom

Chapter 3:

Majestic
Bloom
Welcome to Majestic Bloom. This theme stands for hope, growth, endless
dreaming and for richness and refinement. It’s a royal theme in every way:
the fabrics, prints and the use of colour. The greens and blues in this colour
palette exude comfort and elegance. Executed in the most gorgeous prints,
which lifts the collection to a higher level. Decorate your home in a rich and
generous manner with the prints from this theme and imagine yourself as
Jane Austen in Pride & Prejudice in 2022. Majestic Bloom has got it all.

Majestic Bloom
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premium

Maere comforting green
100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

Duvet cover Maere will surely add a touch of romance to your bedroom. Maere shows a panel print inspired
by the rich and delicate lace fabrics at the Rijksmuseum. Every size duvet cover has a panel at the centre
and is f ramed by a decorative border. Available is two gorgeous colours: faded white and comforting green.
It is made f rom a lovely soft, shiny, smooth and strong cotton satin (100% GOTS certified); guaranteeing a
great nights’ sleep!
1. Aurelie vanilla carpet - 2. Julia forest green cushion

1.
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2.

Majestic Bloom
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Majestic Bloom

premium

Georgia beachwood white
100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

At ESSENZA we love to draw inspiration f rom the paintings at the
Rijksmuseum. Print Georgia is a perfect example of this. The details
in the clouds, the use of colour, the birds; Georgia is a true feast for
the eye. You could surely call it a little painting for your bed.
1. Julia sand cushion - 2. Julia denim cushion
3. Aurelie vanilla carpet

2.
1.

3.

Majestic Bloom
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Ophelia midnight swim
100% cotton satin

80

Majestic Bloom

1. Furry denim cushion - 2. Ophelia midnight swim cushion (reverse) - 3. Julia denim cushion
4. Ophelia midnight swim pouf - 5. Ophelia midnight swim carpet

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Oh, Ophelia! Who can resist this true showstopper? For the gorgeous print, inspiration was drawn from the Arts &
Crafts movement, a movement of art and industrial design in the late 19th Century. This cotton satin duvet cover is
lovely and soft with a slight sheen and comes in a night blue version, which makes the flower print subtly stand out.
The reverse side of the duvet cover has the same night blue colour with a soft, graphic dot pattern.

Majestic Bloom
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Majestic Bloom

Blair Ophelia midnight swim
nightdress 3/4 sleeve

Majestic Bloom
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1.

1. Furry denim cushion
2.
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Majestic Bloom

2. Ophelia midnight swim cushion (reverse)

Amelie midnight swim
100% cotton satin

Amelie makes us long for times past. With our eyes closed, we take a
moment to step out of the daily reality and try to find support in the
familiar. Comfortable and softening, yet anything but boring. Duvet
cover Amelie is made from lovely soft and shiny cotton satin and
is executed in the beautiful colour midnight swim. It makes it feel
nearly vintage, yet this version is totally contemporary.

1. Dailah cement roll cushion - 2. Ophelia midnight swim pouf
3. Ophelia midnight swim carpet

1.

2.

3.

Majestic Bloom
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1. Ophelia midnight swim plaid/quilt - 2. Naina denim cushion - 3. Ophelia midnight swim carpet

1.

2.

3.
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Majestic Bloom

1. Masterpiece dark green medium bowl

1.

Majestic Bloom
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Stach autumn yellow
100% cotton satin

Those who love graphical prints will surely fall in love with duvet cover Stach, made from lovely
soft and shiny cotton satin. This duvet cover gives your bedroom an instant dose of colour, yet
doing so without overpowering. The reverse features a subtle block pattern, so if you’re in the
mood for a toned down look, you can just turn the cover around! Whichever side you’ll choose, we
bet you’ll have sweet, colourful dreams.
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Majestic Bloom

1.

2.

4.

5.

3.

1. Dailah dark green roll cushion - 2. Furry denim cushion - 3. Ruth laurel green plaid/quilt
4. Ophelia midnight swim pouf - 5. Ophelia midnight swim carpet

Majestic Bloom
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Sol comforting green
100% cotton satin

In honour of the five year anniversary of our bestseller print Fleur, we created a design with
all the colours f rom the Fleur and rearranged those in a wavy pattern. And here you go,
meet duvet cover Sol: isn’t she pretty? When you look close up, you can see that design
Sol consists of numerous thin stripes. It gives subtle retro vibes while being elegant and
fierce at the same time. A magnificent statement for your bedroom. Available in a green
(comforting green) and a pink (antique pink) version and made from lovely soft and
slightly shiny cotton satin.
1. Ophelia midnight swim carpet

1.
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Majestic Bloom

campaign

Flore balsam
100% cotton satin

Those that appreciate some retro vibes (because hey, that’s going on
a lot again), will pick duvet cover Flore. This duvet cover is made from
100% cotton satin which means it’s soft, smooth and durable. Did you
know this design is a spin off f rom our bestseller print Fleur? In honour
of the five year anniversary of Fleur, we painted this print with liquid
watercolour and placed it on a duvet cover. And for those who are
opting for the complete look, there’s matching home wear too.

1. Julia nightblue cushion - 2. Furry denim cushion
3. Teade nightblue carpet
1.

2.

3.

Majestic Bloom
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1. Ophelia midnight swim pouf - 2. Ophelia midnight swim carpet - 3. Sculpture dark green Espresso cup & saucer

1.

2.

3.
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Majestic Bloom

1. Ophelia midnight swim cushion (reverse) - 2. Riv lush indigo cushion - 3. Teade nightblue carpet

1.

2.

3.

Majestic Bloom
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Teades nightblue

100% cotton satin

5.

6.
Bring on the winter season! Duvet cover Teade brings instant winter vibes to your bedroom. The
print has been hand drawn and shows a modern take of the old check pattern. A pretty cool print
at first glance, yet a closer look reveals the depth and detailing of the incredible check. Available in
lovely soft and shiny cotton satin (Teades) and in super-soft cotton (Teade). The gorgeous night blue
colour will surely bring abundant dreams. We are in awe! This winter will be a warm one for sure.
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Majestic Bloom

Teade nightblue
100% cotton (renforcé)

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. Julia nightblue cushion - 2. Dailah dark green roll cushion - 3. Ophelia midnight swim cushion (reverse)
4. Ruth thyme plaid/quilt - 5. Ophelia midnight swim pouf - 6. Teade nightblue carpet

Majestic Bloom
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Ted Uni majestic blue
top short sleeve

Jack Teade nightblue
trousers long
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Majestic Bloom

Marcus Teade nightblue
pyjama top long sleeve

Jack Teade nightblue
trousers long

Jula Imogen nightblue
kimono (ankle length)

Sarai Ophelia midnight swim
kimono

Blair Ophelia midnight swim
nightdress 3/4 sleeve

Majestic Bloom
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Feda nightblue
100% cotton satin

It looks like someone has draped flower garlands on your bed with extreme
precision. Well, isn’t that a dream come true? With duvet cover Feda you’ll
step into a flower bed every night. Executed in chic night blue or the
romantic colour bright terra and made from lovely soft and shiny cotton
satin. Undoubtedly a favourite for orderly types, Feda is just as perfect for
show-offs and romantics.
1. Julia nightblue plaid/quilt - 2. Aurelie vanilla carpet

1.
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2.
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Mix & Match
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Majestic Bloom

MAERE comforting green

JULIA forest green

DAILAH dark green

RUTH laurel green

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

roll cushion

plaid/quilt

cement, fern yellow, moss

GEORGIA
beachwood white

JULIA sand

JULIA denim

RUTH cream

FITTED SHEETS

cushion

cushion

plaid/quilt

cement, denim, moss

OPHELIA midnight swim

OPHELIA midnight swim

FURRY denim

OPHELIA midnight swim

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

cushion

carpet

fern yellow, denim, nightblue

AMELIE midnight swim

DAILAH cement

OPHELIA midnight swim

OPHELIA midnight swim

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

roll cushion

pouf

plaid/quilt

cement, denim, nightblue

duvet cover set

Majestic Bloom
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STACH autumn yellow

DAILAH dark green

OPHELIA midnight swim

FURRY denim

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

roll cushion

pouf

cushion

fern yellow, denim, nightblue

SOL comforting green

OPHELIA midnight swim

RUTH laurel green

OPHELIA midnight swim

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

plaid/quilt

carpet

denim, moss, nightblue

FLORE balsam

JULIA nightblue

RIV lush indigo

TEADE nightblue

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

cushion

carpet

fern yellow, denim, nightblue

TEADE(S) nightblue

OPHELIA midnight swim

JULIA nightblue

RUTH thyme

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

cushion

plaid/quilt

denim, moss, nightblue

Majestic Bloom

FEDA nightblue

TEDDY nightblue

JULIA nightblue

AURELIE vanilla

FITTED SHEETS

duvet cover set

cushion

plaid/quilt

carpet

denim, moss, nightblue

Majestic Bloom
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Our icon turns five!
It’s time to celebrate with Festive Fleur! In 2022, our bestseller print Fleur turns
five years old and we decided to create a special anniversary edition. This overly
chic black edition makes the colourful flower print shine like never before. Did
you know the flowers are inspired by the still lifes of the Dutch Masters?
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Anniversary Fleur

New

FLEUREL wine red

FLEUREL indigo blue

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

FLEUR FESTIVE blooming black

FLEUR grey

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

FLEUR nightblue

FLEUR ecru

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

FLEUR green

FLEUR taupe

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

FLEUR burgundy
100% cotton satin

Anniversary Fleur
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1.
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Anniversary
Overzicht
Fleur

Fleur Festive blooming black
100% cotton satin

It’s time to celebrate with Festive Fleur! In 2022, our bestseller print Fleur turns five years old and
we decided to create a special anniversary edition. This overly chic black edition makes the colourful
flower print shine like never before. Did you know the flowers are inspired by the still lifes of the
Dutch Masters? Turn the duvet cover over for a more subtle look. The reverse side of this soft cotton
satin duvet cover is black with a shadow play of flowers and has, due to the fabric, a gorgeous subtle
shine to it. Sweet dreams guaranteed! A must for anyone who just can’t get enough of flowers - or of
pretty bedding.
1. Juliette almost black carpet

Anniversary
Overzicht
Fleur
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1. Fleur taupe plaid - 2. Fleur ecru carpet

1.

2.

Fleur ecru
100% cotton satin
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Anniversary Fleur

Fleur

This is Fleur, one of ESSENZA's bestselling prints. And that's not surprising, because Fleur
embodies everything that ESSENZA is; it has color, brilliance, richness, luxury and recognition.
The design of the Fleur consists of 4 individual flower arrangements, which are composed of
paintings in the Rijksmuseum. And by placing them on a different background, each cover
actually has a different look. Made of wonderfully soft, slightly shiny and strong cotton satin. And
it also sleeps wonderfully. Which one is your favourite?

1. Naina denim cushion - 2. Dailah dark green roll cushion
3. Aurelie vanilla carpet

1.

2.

3.

Anniversary Fleur
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1. Julia café noir cushion - 2. Fleur moss cushion - 3. Aurelie vanilla carpet

1.

2.

3.
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Anniversary Fleur

Fleur green
100% cotton satin

Anniversary Fleur
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Fleur grey
100% cotton satin
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Anniversary Fleur

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. Dailah lilac neckroll - 2. Billie purple breeze cushion - 3. Billie purple breeze plaid/quilt - 4. Fleur grey carpet

Anniversary Fleur
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1.

4.
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Anniversary Fleur

Fleur nightblue
100% cotton satin

1. Julia nightblue cushion - 2. Teddy nightblue cushion
3. Fleur nightblue cushion - 4. Fleur nightblue carpet

2.

3.

Anniversary Fleur
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Anniversary Fleur

Fleur taupe
100% cotton satin

1. Julia cafe noir cushion - 2. Julia cafe noir plaid/quilt
3. Aurelie vanilla carpet

1.

2.

3.

Anniversary Fleur
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Overview

Here you’ll find one clear overview with both our new and continuing collections
including information about fabrics, sizing and unique details.
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Overview

Overview
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New

NOMA thyme

New

OPHELIA nightblue

New

STACH antique pink

New

FLORE yellow straw

New

VERON boyish blue

50% cotton, 50% lyocell satin, 300TC, with piping

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

New

DIEM antique pink

New

JULIETTE antique pink

New

SOL antique pink

New

FEDA bright terra

100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

100% cotton (renforcé)

Overview - Lavish Affair Bedding

100% cotton satin

Lavish Affair Bedding - Overview
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New

FELIPA darkest brown

New

JULIETTE almost black

New

VERENA almost black

New

TEADES light leather

New

VERON winter brown

100% bamboo viscose, front jacquard
woven/reverse satin woven, 300TC

100% cotton satin

New

MAERE faded white

New

AMELIE faded white

New

TEADE light leather

100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

100% cotton (renforcé)

Overview - Modern Antiques Bedding

100% cotton (renforcé)

Modern Antiques Bedding - Overview
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New

MAERE comforting green

New

OPHELIA midnight swim

New

STACH autumn yellow

New

FLORE balsam

New

TEADES nightblue

100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

New

GEORGIA beachwood white

New

AMELIE midnight swim

New

SOL comforting green

New

TEADE nightblue

100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

Overview - Majestic Bloom Bedding

100% cotton (renforcé)

New

FEDA nightblue
100% cotton satin

Majestic Bloom Bedding - Overview
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Continued collection
Premium bedding
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Overview - Bedding

LEIA nightblue

ISABELLE clay

100% cotton percale, with embroidery flowers

50% cotton, 50% lyocell satin, 300TC

ISABELLE darkest brown

ISABELLE mauve

50% cotton, 50% lyocell satin, 300TC

50% cotton, 50% lyocell satin, 300TC

ISABELLE marsala

ISABELLE forest green

50% cotton, 50% lyocell satin, 300TC

50% cotton, 50% lyocell satin, 300TC

ISABELLE balsam

DIEM nightblue

50% cotton, 50% lyocell satin, 300TC

100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

DIEM pistache

BELEN vanilla

100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

100% bamboo viscose, front jacquard
woven/reverse satin woven, 300TC

BELEN fern yellow

BELEN rose

100% bamboo viscose, front jacquard
woven/reverse satin woven, 300T

100% bamboo viscose, front jacquard
woven/reverse satin woven, 300T

BELEN moonlight blue

BELEN forest green

100% bamboo viscose, front jacquard
woven/reverse satin woven, 300T

100% bamboo viscose, front jacquard
woven/reverse satin woven, 300T

MAY white

APRIL white

100% cotton percale

100% cotton percale

Bedding - Overview
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Continued
collection
Premium bedding

ELEANOR nightblue
100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

ELEANOR silk
100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

ELEANOR woodrose
100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping

ANDREA multi
100% cotton satin, 300TC, GOTS, with piping
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Overview - Bedding

Bedding - Overzicht
Overview
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Continued
collection

VERENA antique white
100% cotton satin

Signature & Seasonal bedding
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Overview - Bedding

LISA silk

VERENA lovely lilac

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

LAUREN indigo blue

LAUREN cinnamon

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

FILOU dark blue

LAUREN dried moss

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

FILOU sand

FILOU forest green

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

MERYL lovely lilac

MERYL vanilla

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

MERYL rose

MERYL pure olive

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

MERYL morning swim

VALENTINA ecru

100% cotton satin

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

VALENTINA grey

KIM brown

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

KIM green

BEAU cherry

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

Bedding - Overview
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Minte
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Overview - Minte Bedding

New

MINTE purple breeze

MINTE bright terra

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

MINTE woodrose

MINTE dusty rose

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

MINTE burgundy

MINTE leather brown

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

MINTE café noir

MINTE cement

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

MINTE chocolate

MINTE oyster

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

Minte Bedding - Overview
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MINTE denim

MINTE iceblue

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

MINTE nightblue

MINTE olive

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

MINTE grey

MINTE anthracite

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

MINTE dusty green

MINTE moss

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam

MINTE white
100% cotton satin, enzymed washed
300TC, double stitch seam
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Overview - Minte Bedding

Minte Bedding - Overview
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Overview
Overzicht - Fleur(el) Bedding

New

FLEUREL wine red

FLEUREL indigo blue

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

100% brushed cotton (renforcé)

FLEUR FESTIVE blooming black

FLEUR grey

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

FLEUR nightblue

FLEUR ecru

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

FLEUR green

FLEUR taupe

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

FLEUR burgundy
100% cotton satin

Fleur(el) Bedding - Overzicht
Overview
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GUY pistache

GUY silver

100% cotton renforcé, vintage washed,
double stitch seam

100% cotton renforcé, vintage washed,
double stitch seam

GUY sea green

GUY stone

100% cotton renforcé, vintage washed,
double stitch seam

100% cotton renforcé, vintage washed,
double stitch seam

GUY blue

GUY white

100% cotton renforcé, vintage washed,
double stitch seam

100% cotton renforcé, vintage washed,
double stitch seam

GUY anthracite
100% cotton renforcé, vintage washed,
double stitch seam
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Overview - Guy Bedding

Guy

Guy Bedding - Overview
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Fitted sheets

A matching fitted sheet is just as important as the duvet cover! As everyone has a different personal
preference, we offer four different qualities of fitted sheets in our collection: The Perfect Organic Jersey
(160 gr/m2), Minte (300TC), Premium Percale (200TC) and Satin (220TC).
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Overview - Fitted sheets

THE PERFECT
ORGANIC JERSEY

MINTE

PREMIUM PERCALE

SATIN

Anthracite
Black
Bright terra
Burgundy
Café noir
Cement
Chocolate
Denim
Dusty green
Dusty rose
Fern yellow
Forest green
Grey
Iceblue
Leather brown
Lilac
Marsala
Moss
Mustard
Nightblue
Olive
Oyster
Pine green
New

Purple breeze
Silver
Steel grey
Stone blue
White
Woodrose

Fitted sheets - Overview
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The Perfect
Organic Jersey

Fitted sheets 95% GOTS cotton / 5% elasthan, 160 gr/m2 knitted
A good night’s sleep is of utmost importance, making this sheet
a must! The Perfect Organic Jersey fitted sheet f rom ESSENZA is
made of 95% GOTS-certified organic cotton and 5% elastane. In
combination with all-round elastic band, gives it an extra strong
stretch quality for the perfect fit. The fabric is pilling f ree, which
will keep the sheet super soft & smooth. In addition, this organic
jersey is breathable and wonderfully kind to the skin. Sweet
dreams!

Fitted sheet
All colors
Corner height 35 cm
90/100x200/220 cm
140/160x200/220 cm
180/200x200/220 cm
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Overview - Fitted sheets

Anthracite
Black
Burgundy
Café noir
Cement
Chocolate
Denim
Dusty green
Dusty rose
Fern yellow
Forest green
Iceblue
Leather brown
Lilac
Marsala
Moss
Mustard
Nightblue
Olive
Oyster
Pine green
Silver
Steel grey
Stone blue
White
Woodrose

Fitted sheets - Overview
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Minte

100% cotton satin, enzyme washing 300TC
The ultimate soft and supple fabric of the Minte duvet cover is now also available in fitted sheets!
The Minte sheet is made from an extra high-quality cotton satin (300TC) and lasts for a very long
time. The fabric is soft and smooth with a light shine and owes its beautiful, casual look to the
special enzyme wash. The elastic all around the edges ensures a perfect fit. Ideal for a wonderfully
comfortable night’s sleep.

Fitted sheet
All colors
Corner height 35 cm
80x200 cm

Topper fitted sheet
Only anthracite, cafe noir,
moss & white
Corner height 14 cm

90x200 cm

160x200 cm

90x210 cm

180x200 cm

140x200 cm

180x210 cm

160x200 cm

180x220 cm

180x200 cm
200x200 cm

Anthracite

White

Burgundy

Woodrose

Cement
Chocolate
Denim
Dusty green
Dusty rose
Grey
Iceblue
Leather brown
Moss
Nightblue
Olive
Oyster

Overview - Fitted sheets

Purple breeze

Bright terra

Café noir
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New

Satin

Fitted sheet 100% cotton satin 220TC

The special weave gives this cotton satin a luxurious appearance

Fitted sheet
All colors
Corner height 30 cm

Topper fitted sheet
Only oyster & white
Corner height 13 cm

and a light shine. The fabric is very easy to maintain, weighs 130

80x200 cm

80x200 cm

gr/m2 and feels light and flexible.

90x200 cm

90x200 cm

90x210 cm

90x210 cm

140x200 cm

140x200 cm

160x200 cm

160x200 cm

180x200 cm

180x200 cm

The Satin program from ESSENZA is made from the finest 220TC
combed cotton satin, so it feels soft and comfortable on the skin.

Only oyser & white
180x210 cm
180x220 cm
Pillowcase
60x70 cm

180x210 cm
Flat sheet
Only oyser & white
160x260 cm
240x260 cm
270x260 cm

Anthracite
Silver
Cement
Oyster
White
Moss
Nightblue
Stone blue
Marsala
Woodrose

Fitted sheets - Overview
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Premium Percale
Fitted sheet 100% cotton percale 200TC

on the skin. The fabric has an easy-care finish and is therefore

Fitted sheet
All colors
Corner height 35 cm

Topper fitted sheet
Only anthracite, oyster & white
Corner height 13 cm

maintenance-friendly and wrinkle-free.

80x200 cm

90x200 cm

90x200 cm

90x210 cm

90x210 cm

140x200 cm

90x220 cm

160x200 cm

100x200 cm

180x200 cm

120x200 cm

180x210 cm

The Premium Percale program from ESSENZA is made from the
finest 200TC combed cotton percale, so it feels soft and gentle

140x200 cm
160x200 cm
160x210 cm
180x200 cm
180x210 cm
180x220 cm
Pillowcase
60x70 cm

Anthracite
Silver
Cement
Oyster
White
Moss
Nightblue
Stone blue
Marsala
Woodrose
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Flat sheet
Only oyster & white
180x280 cm
240x280 cm
270x280 cm

Oh la la, the elegant Lauren floral
print has now also found its way to
these cotton jersey fitted sheets from
ESSENZA! Sparkling flowers with a touch
of gold stand out in great detail thanks
to a digital printing technique. High tech
+ flowers = beauty! The maximum height
for the sheets is 30 cm.

LAUREN cinnamon
94% Cotton / 6% elastane, knitted

LAUREN indigo blue
94% Cotton / 6% elastane, knitted

90/100x200/220		

90/100x200/220		

140/160x200/220		

140/160x200/220		

180/200x200/220		

180/200x200/220		

Fitted sheets - Overview
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WATERPROOF white
Fitted sheet 100% cotton /
polyurethane

MOLTON white
Fitted sheet 100% cotton

60x120 cm

80x190 cm

80x200 cm

80x200 cm

90x200 cm

80x210 cm

90x210 cm

90x190 cm

140x200 cm

90x200 cm

160x200 cm

90x210 cm

180x200 cm

90x220 cm
100x200 cm
140x200 cm
140x220 cm
160x200 cm
160x220 cm
180x200 cm
180x210 cm
180x220 cm

DALLAS white
Pillowcase 100% polyester
satin
60x70 cm

DALLAS oyster
Pillowcase 100% polyester
satin

MOLTON white
Pillowcase 100% cotton

60x70 cm

2x 60x70 cm
2x 60x70 cm
(with zipper)
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Duvets
and Pillows
New in our offer is a collection of Duvets and pillows, which we
have developed with innovation and sustainability in mind. This
allows us to offer the total picture in the bedroom; so we not only
have the finest bedding, but also the filling thereof. The collection
consists of five different Duvets and four Pillows. With every
product we are innovative in the use of materials and sustainable
in the use of recycled or sustainably produced materials. With the
use of both natural and synthetically produced materials, there
is something for every sleeper. The Duvet (and Pillow) of your
dreams can now be found at ESSENZA.

General
• The cotton used for the bedding is sustainably grown.
• The packaging is made from of 100% recycled material and can
be recycled.
• All duvets are available in a summer version and in a variant
for spring/autumn. These two can be joined together to create
an extra thick duvet for the cold winter nights.
• ESSENZA duvets and pillows can be washed.

The Natural Wool
60% wool, 40% TENCELTM

The Perfect Circle
Dacron®Eco (100% polyester hollow fibre RPET)

This filling is unique, innovative and blends the best of two

This 100% synthetic duvet and pillow are made f rom the 100%

worlds: pure sheared wool from the Texel sheep is mixed with

recycled material, PET. This high-quality polyester material can

TENCEL®. This results in a duvet that is wonderfully supple and

be recycled time and time again. Just like this duvet. Are you

airy and has the right insulation for all seasons. Both sheared

working towards a circular economy? Then The Perfect Circle is a

wool and Tencel® are produced in a sustainable way and together

step in the right direction! The outside is made from a premium

create this delightful duvet. The summer part of The Natural

quality microfibre: beautifully softened and with a peach finish.

Wool duvet is perhaps the best summer duvet you could wish

For an extra special touch, the Aurelie design is subtly printed in

for: perspiration is quickly absorbed. The cover is made from

the fabric. The bedding has also been treated against dust mites.

cotton satin and has a thread count of 298.
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Duvet

140x220 cm

Duvet

200x220 cm

Duvet

140x220 cm

Duvet

240x220 cm

Duvet

200x220 cm

Duvet

260x220 cm

Duvet

240x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

140x220 cm

Duvet

260x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

200x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

140x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

240x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

200x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

260x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

240x220 cm

Summer duvet

140x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

260x220 cm

Summer duvet

200x220 cm

Summer duvet

140x220 cm

Summer duvet

240x220 cm

Summer duvet

200x220 cm

Summer duvet

260x220 cm

Summer duvet

240x220 cm

Pillow

60x70 cm

Summer duvet

260x220 cm

Overview - Duvets and pillows

The New Classic Synthetic
100% Thermosoft

Are you looking for a regular duvet and pillow? Then The New
Classic Synthetic is a great choice. With a beautiful cotton cover
and a high-quality synthetic hollow fiber filling, The New Classic
Synthetic ensures years of wonderful sleep.
Four seasons duvet

140x200 cm

Four seasons duvet

140x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

200x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

240x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

260x220 cm

Pillow

60x70 cm

The Recycled Down
70% recycled down, 30% recycled feathers

The down used for The Recycled Down has already had a
very 'rewarding life'- but can last for many more years to
come. The down from old, used duvets is collected and
professionally washed. The best quality down is then selected
to create The Recycled Down. The outside is made from highquality cotton percale and has a thread count of 233.
Duvet

140x220 cm

Duvet

200x220 cm

Duvet

240x220 cm

Duvet

260x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

140x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

200x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

240x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

260x220 cm

Summer duvet

140x220 cm

Summer duvet

200x220 cm

Summer duvet

240x220 cm

Summer duvet

260x220 cm

Pillow

60x70 cm

The Down Alternative
Ecodown (100% polyester hollow microfibre)

Do you want the comfort of down but the practical properties
of synthetic? The Down Alternative is the best solution. The
synthetic filling is made from 100% recycled polyester, which
makes this duvet and pillow wonderfully soft, full and airy.
The cotton fabric has a thread count of 233 and is treated
against dust mites.
Duvet

140x220 cm

Duvet

200x220 cm

Duvet

240x220 cm

Duvet

260x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

140x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

200x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

240x220 cm

Four seasons duvet

260x220 cm

Summer duvet

140x220 cm

Summer duvet

200x220 cm

Summer duvet

240x220 cm

Summer duvet

260x220 cm

Pillow

60x70 cm
Duvets and pillows - Overview
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Accessories

Accessories are the finishing touch when it comes to styling any interior! Add a
couple of cushions, a snug plaid, an eye-catching carpet or velvety pouffe all to
create a cohesive and warm interior with a personal touch. There’s one thing all our
accessories have in common, no matter which colour, fabric or print you’ll choose:
they are extremely soft!

Accessories - Overview
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New

New

OPHELIA midnight swim

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

JULIETTE almost black

ELEANOR nightblue

100% recycled polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

ISABELLE clay

ISABELLE balsam

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

ISABELLE darkest brown

ISABELLE forest green

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)
cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

Overview - Accessories

OPHELIA nightblue
100% recycled polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

ISABELLE marsala
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New

100% recycled polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

New

JULIA yellow straw

JULIA sand

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

JULIA mauve

JULIA café noir

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

JULIA earth pink

JULIA brulee

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

JULIA forest green

JULIA denim

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

JULIA nightblue
100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)
cushion 40x90 cm (filled)

Accessories - Overview
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NAINA denim

NAINA cinnamon

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

NAINA lavender blue

NAINA canyon rose

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

NAINA dark green

NAINA dusty lilac

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

NAINA green

NAINA cherry

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

NAINA moss

NAINA mustard

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling 100% recycled polyester)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

cushion round 40 cm (filled)

Accessories - Overview
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JULIETTE antique pink
100% recycled polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

New

JULIETTE almost black
100% recycled polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

LAUREN cinnamon

LAUREN indigo blue

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

RIV olive

FLEUR grey

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

SHELLEY vanilla

TEDDY vanilla

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

SHELLEY café noir

TEDDY café noir

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

SHELLEY nightblue

TEDDY nightblue

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

New

FURRY bright terra

FURRY leather brown

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

FURRY taupe

FURRY chocolate

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

FURRY nightblue

FURRY vanilla

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)
roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)
.
roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

FURRY denim

FURRY moss

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

DAILAH dark green

DAILAH shell brown

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
with piping (filling 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
with piping (filling 100% recycled polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

DAILAH lilac

DAILAH rabarber

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
with piping (filling 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
with piping (filling 100% recycled polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

DAILAH cement

DAILAH iceblue

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
with piping (filling 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
with piping (filling 100% recycled polyester)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)

roll cushion 22x50 cm (filled)
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KNITTED AJOUR fern yellow

KNITTED AJOUR morning swim

100% organic cotton
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% organic cotton
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

KNITTED AJOUR antique white

DIEM pistache

100% organic cotton
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

DIEM nightblue

FLEUR grey

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

FLEUR nightblue

FLEUR taupe

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

FLEUR burgundy

FLEUR moss

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

LEIA nightblue
100% cotton percale, embroidery
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)
cushion 50x50 cm (filled)
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RIV lush indigo

RIV autumn yellow

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

RIV bright terra

RIV olive

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

RIV ochre

RIV leather brown

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

RIV dusty rose

RIV shell brown

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

RIV chocolate

RIV lavender blue

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

RIV frosty mint
100% cotton corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)
cushion 45x45 cm (filled)

Accessories - Overview
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SHELLEY vanilla

TEDDY vanilla

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

SHELLEY café noir

TEDDY café noir

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

SHELLEY nightblue

TEDDY nightblue

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur (filling: 100% polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

New

FURRY bright terra

FURRY leather brown

100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

FURRY taupe
100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)
cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

FURRY chocolate
100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)
cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

FURRY nightblue

FURRY vanilla

100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

FURRY denim

FURRY rose

100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

cushion 50x50 cm (filled)

FURRY moss
100% polyester fake fur
(filling: 100% polyester)
cushion 50x50 cm (filled)
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ROEBY pine green

ROEBY nightblue

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(wadding: 50% recycled polyester / 50% cotton
filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(wadding: 50% recycled polyester / 50% cotton
filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

ROEBY moss

ROEBY leather brown

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(wadding: 50% recycled polyester / 50% cotton
filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(wadding: 50% recycled polyester / 50% cotton
filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

ROEBY chocolate
70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(wadding: 50% recycled polyester / 50% cotton
filling: 100% recycled polyester)
cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

New
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BILLIE purple breeze

BILLIE meringue

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

BILLIE marsala

BILLIE cherry

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

BILLIE darkest brown

BILLIE cinnamon

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

BILLIE nightblue

BILLIE mustard

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

BILLIE dark green

BILLIE frosty mint

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester corduroy
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

KNITTED AJOUR fern yellow

KNITTED AJOUR morning swim

100% organic cotton
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% organic cotton
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

KNITTED AJOUR antique white
100% organic cotton
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)
cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

New

OPHELIA nightblue

New

OPHELIA midnight swim

100% recycled polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% recycled polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

LAUREN indigo blue

LAUREN cinnamon

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

cushion 30x50 cm (filled)

LISA silk
100% polyester velvet, with piping
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)
cushion 30x50 cm (filled)
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New

JULIA yellow straw

JULIA sand

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

JULIA mauve

JULIA café noir

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

JULIA earth pink

JULIA brulee

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

JULIA forest green

JULIA denim

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

JULIA nightblue
100% cotton velvet
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)
plaid 150x200 cm
quilt 180x265 cm
quilt 220x265 cm
quilt 270x265 cm
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ROEBY pine green

ROEBY nightblue

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling: 50% cotton / 50% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling: 50% cotton / 50% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

ROEBY moss

ROEBY leather brown

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling: 50% cotton / 50% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling: 50% cotton / 50% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

ROEBY chocolate
70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester velvet
(filling: 50% cotton / 50% recycled polyester)
plaid 150x200 cm
quilt 180x265 cm
quilt 220x265 cm
quilt 270x265 cm
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BILLIE purple breeze

BILLIE meringue

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

BILLIE marsala

BILLIE cherry

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

BILLIE darkest brown

BILLIE cinnamon

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

BILLIE nightblue

BILLIE mustard

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

BILLIE dark green

BILLIE frosty mint

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester
corduroy (filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

RUTH nightblue

RUTH balsam

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

RUTH thyme

RUTH biscuit

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

RUTH laurel green

RUTH wine red

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

RUTH grape

RUTH shell brown

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)

70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

RUTH cream
70% recycled polyester / 30% polyester enzyme
washed microfibre (filling: 100% recycled
polyester)
plaid 150x200 cm
quilt 180x265 cm
quilt 220x265 cm
quilt 270x265 cm
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New

New

OPHELIA nightblue

OPHELIA midnight swim

front: 100% recycled polyester velvet
reverse: 70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

front: 100% recycled polyester velvet
reverse: 70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester
(filling: 100% recycled polyester)

plaid 135x170 cm

plaid 135x170 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

DIEM nightblue

LISA silk

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

plaid 135x170 cm

plaid 135x170 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

ISABELLE balsam

ISABELLE clay

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

plaid 135x170 cm

plaid 135x170 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

ISABELLE darkest brown

ISABELLE forest green

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

plaid 135x170 cm

plaid 135x170 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

ISABELLE marsala
100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)
plaid 135x170 cm
bed runner 100x240 cm
quilt 180x265 cm
quilt 220x265 cm
quilt 270x265 cm
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LAUREN indigo blue

LAUREN cinnamon

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

plaid 135x170 cm

plaid 135x170 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

FLEUR taupe

FLEUR burgundy

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)
plaid 135x170 cm
bed runner 100x240 cm
quilt 180x265 cm
quilt 220x265 cm
quilt 270x265 cm

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)
plaid 135x170 cm
bed runner 100x240 cm
quilt 180x265 cm
quilt 220x265 cm
quilt 270x265 cm

FLEUR nightblue

FLEUR grey

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)

plaid 135x170 cm

plaid 135x170 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

bed runner 100x240 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 180x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 220x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

quilt 270x265 cm

FLEUR moss
100% polyester velvet
(filling: 100% polyester)
plaid 135x170 cm
bed runner 100x240 cm
quilt 180x265 cm
quilt 220x265 cm
quilt 270x265 cm
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FURRY bright terra

FURRY leather brown

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

FURRY taupe

FURRY chocolate

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

FURRY nightblue

FURRY vanilla

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

FURRY denim

FURRY moss

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

FURRY rose
front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink
plaid 150x200 cm
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SHELLEY vanilla

TEDDY vanilla

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

SHELLEY café noir

TEDDY café noir

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

SHELLEY nightblue

TEDDY nightblue

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

front: 100% polyester fake fur
reverse: 100% polyester micro mink

plaid 150x200 cm

plaid 150x200 cm

KNITTED AJOUR antique white
100% organic cotton
plaid 130x170 cm

KNITTED AJOUR fern yellow
100% organic cotton
plaid 130x170 cm

KNITTED AJOUR morning swim
100% organic cotton
plaid 130x170 cm
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Pouffes

The most beautiful prints f rom our new collections are being
showcased on our elegant velvet pouffes. These pouffes aren’t just a
picture to behold, they are incredibly practical - use them as a side
table, additional seat or as a night stand.

New

178

New
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OPHELIA nightblue

OPHELIA midnight swim

polyester velvet

polyester velvet

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

ISABELLE balsam

ISABELLE clay

polyester velvet

polyester velvet

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

DIEM nightblue

ELEANOR nightblue

polyester velvet

polyester velvet

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

RIV olive
cotton corduroy
Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

SHELLEY vanilla

TEDDY vanilla

polyester fake fur

polyester fake fur

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

SHELLEY café noir

TEDDY café noir

polyester fake fur

polyester fake fur

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

SHELLEY nightblue

TEDDY nightblue

polyester fake fur

polyester fake fur

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height

Ø 60 cm, 37 cm height
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LISA silk

ISABELLE forest green

polyester velvet

polyester velvet

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

€119,95

polyester velvet

polyester velvet
€119,95

LAUREN cinnamon

polyester velvet, with metal gold border

polyester velvet

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

€119,95

€99,95

FURRY chocolate

polyester fake fur

polyester fake fur
€119,95

FURRY vanilla
polyester velvet
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Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

FURRY denim

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

€99,95

polyester fake fur

polyester velvet

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

€119,95

FURRY leather brown

LAUREN indigo blue

180

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

FLEUR grey

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

€119,95

ISABELLE marsala

ISABELLE darkest brown
Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

€119,95

Ø 40 cm, 43 cm height

€119,95

€119,95
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New

NOMA thyme
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet 60x90 cm
carpet 120x180 cm
carpet 180x240 cm

New

TEADE nightblue
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet 60x90 cm
carpet 120x180 cm
carpet 180x240 cm

New

OPHELIA midnight swim
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet 60x90 cm
carpet 120x180 cm
carpet 180x240 cm

New

OPHELIA nightblue
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet 60x90 cm
carpet 120x180 cm
carpet 180x240 cm

New

JULIETTE almost black
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet 60x90 cm
carpet 120x180 cm
carpet 180x240 cm
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LISA silk

ISABELLE clay

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

carpet 60x90 cm

carpet 60x90 cm

carpet 120x180 cm

carpet 120x180 cm

carpet 180x240 cm

carpet 180x240 cm

ISABELLE balsam

AURELIE vanilla

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% Cotton

carpet 60x90 cm

karpet 60x90 cm

carpet 120x180 cm

karpet 120x180 cm
karpet 180x240 cm

FLEUR grey

FLEUR ecru

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

carpet 60x90 cm

carpet 60x90 cm

carpet 120x180 cm

carpet 120x180 cm

carpet 180x240 cm

carpet 180x240 cm

FLEUR taupe

FLEUR nightblue

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

carpet 60x90 cm

carpet 60x90 cm

carpet 120x180 cm

carpet 120x180 cm

carpet 180x240 cm

carpet 180x240 cm
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New

New

OPHELIA nightblue

OPHELIA midnight swim

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

carpet round 90 cm

carpet round 90 cm

carpet round 180 cm

carpet round 180 cm

JULIETTE almost black

DIEM nightblue

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

carpet round 90 cm

carpet round 90 cm

carpet round 180 cm

carpet round 180 cm

ISABELLE balsam

ISABELLE clay

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

carpet round 90 cm

carpet round 90 cm

carpet round 180 cm

carpet round 180 cm

ISABELLE darkest brown

ISABELLE forest green

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton

carpet round 90 cm

carpet round 90 cm

carpet round 180 cm

carpet round 180 cm

New

ISABELLE marsala
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet round 90 cm
carpet round 180 cm
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FLEUR FINEST grey
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet round 90 cm
carpet round 180 cm

LAUREN indigo blue
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet round 90 cm
carpet round 180 cm

LAUREN cinnamon
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet round 90 cm
carpet round 180 cm

FILOU FINEST dark blue
60% polyester / 30% thermoplastic
polyurethane / 10% cotton
carpet round 90 cm
carpet round 180 cm
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Bath textiles

All ESSENZA terry - excluding the Fleur series - is made from 100% GOTS certified cotton. This means that the cotton
is organically grown with no pesticides and that the towels are produced in an environmentally friendly and socially
responsible manner. Great for your skin and great for the environment. A sustainable choice!
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ROSALEE green

ROSALEE natural

100% GOTS cotton jacquard velours, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

100% GOTS cotton jacquard velours, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

ROSALEE blue

ROSALEE rose

100% GOTS cotton jacquard velours, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

100% GOTS cotton jacquard woven, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

ROSALEE yellow

ROSALEE plum

100% GOTS cotton jacquard velours, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

100% GOTS cotton jacquard velours, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

ROSALEE grey
100% GOTS cotton jacquard velours, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery
washcloth 16x22 cm
guest towel 30x50 cm
hand towel 55x100 cm
bath towel 70x140 cm

MALOU, ROSALEE
& FLEUR bath terry
colour card
paper, A4

MALOU, ROSALEE & FLEUR COLOUR CARD

Malou, Rosalee & Fleur

Bath terry colour card
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MALOU green

MALOU natural

100% GOTS cotton jacquard woven, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

100% GOTS cotton jacquard woven, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

MALOU blue

MALOU rose

100% GOTS cotton jacquard woven, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

100% GOTS cotton jacquard woven, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

MALOU yellow

MALOU plum

100% GOTS cotton jacquard woven, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

100% GOTS cotton jacquard woven, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

hand towel 55x100 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

MALOU grey
100% GOTS cotton jacquard woven, 500 gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery
washcloth 16x22 cm
guest towel 30x50 cm
hand towel 55x100 cm
bath towel 70x140 cm

MALOU, ROSALEE
& FLEUR bath terry
colour card
paper, A4

MALOU, ROSALEE & FLEUR COLOUR CARD
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Malou, Rosalee & Fleur

Bath terry colour card
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CONNECT ORGANIC UNI white

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI natural

100% GOTS cotton, 600 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 600 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC LINES white

CONNECT ORGANIC LINES natural

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC BREEZE white

CONNECT ORGANIC BREEZE natural

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI white

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI natural

100% GOTS cotton, 1100 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 1100 gr/m2

bathmat 60x100 cm

bathmat 60x100 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI leather brown

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI grey

100% GOTS cotton, 600 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 600 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC LINES leather brown

CONNECT ORGANIC LINES grey

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC BREEZE leather brown

CONNECT ORGANIC BREEZE grey

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI leather brown

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI grey

100% GOTS cotton, 1100 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 1100 gr/m2

bathmat 60x100 cm

bathmat 60x100 cm
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CONNECT ORGANIC UNI green

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI blue

100% GOTS cotton, 600 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 600 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC LINES green

CONNECT ORGANIC LINES blue

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC BREEZE green

CONNECT ORGANIC BREEZE blue

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 50x100 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI green

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI blue

100% GOTS cotton, 1100 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton, 1100 gr/m2

bathmat 60x100 cm

bathmat 60x100 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI rose
100% GOTS cotton, 600 gr/m2
washcloth 16x22 cm
guest towel 30x50 cm
hand towel 50x100 cm
hand towel 60x110 cm
bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC
BREEZE, UNI & LINES
bath terry colour card
paper, A4

100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2
washcloth 16x22 cm
guest towel 30x50 cm
hand towel 50x100 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC - BREEZE, UNI & LINES COLOUR CARD

CONNECT ORGANIC LINES rose

Connect Organic - Breeze, Uni & Lines

Bath terry colour card

hand towel 60x110 cm
bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC BREEZE rose
100% GOTS cotton, 550 gr/m2
washcloth 16x22 cm
guest towel 30x50 cm
hand towel 50x100 cm
hand towel 60x110 cm
bath towel 70x140 cm

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI rose
100% GOTS cotton, 1100 gr/m2
bathmat 60x100 cm
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Fleur towels
Super soft towels with a floral edge that make a

statement. They’ll turn any shower or bathing session
into a party!

MALOU, ROSALEE
& FLEUR bath terry
colour card
paper, A4

MALOU, ROSALEE & FLEUR COLOUR CARD
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Malou, Rosalee & Fleur

Bath terry colour card
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FLEUR green

FLEUR natural

97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2

97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

FLEUR dark green

FLEUR rose

97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2

97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

FLEUR blue

FLEUR dusty rose

97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2

97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2

guest towel 30x50 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm
bath towel 70x140 cm

FLEUR yellow

FLEUR plum

97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2

97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2

washcloth 16x22 cm

washcloth 16x22 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

guest towel 30x50 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

hand towel 60x110 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

bath towel 70x140 cm

FLEUR taupe
97% cotton / 3% polyester, 530 gr/m2
washcloth 16x22 cm
guest towel 30x50 cm
hand towel 60x110 cm
bath towel 70x140 cm
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Beach towels

With ESSENZA’s beach towels you will steal the show when you
head to the beach! Our velours beach towels are made from
cotton that’s GOTS certified - which means it has been organically
grown and manufactured in an environmentally f riendly and
socially responsible way.

New
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New

JUNE bright terra

JUNE nightblue

100% GOTS cotton velour 400gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

100% GOTS cotton velour 400gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

beach towel 100x180 cm

beach towel 100x180 cm

New

New

FEIJA green

FEIJA multi

100% GOTS cotton velour 400gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

100% GOTS cotton velour 400gr/m2,
with logo in gold embroidery

beach towel 100x180 cm

beach towel 100x180 cm
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New

New

NAMA rose

NAMA sloe blue

100% polyester

100% polyester

homecoat XS-XXL

homecoat XS-XXL

New

New
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ROSA UNI dark navy

ROSA UNI darkest brown

74% polyester, 23% viscose, 3% elasthan

74% polyester, 23% viscose, 3% elasthan

homecoat XS-XXL

homecoat XS-XXL

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI blue

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI rose

100% GOTS cotton 420 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton 420 gr/m2

bathrobe XS-XL

bathrobe XS-XL

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI white

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI leather brown

100% GOTS cotton 420 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton 420 gr/m2

bathrobe XS-XL

bathrobe XS-XL

CONNECT ORGANIC UNI green

LOUISE moss

100% GOTS cotton 420 gr/m2

60% cotton / 40% polyester

bathrobe XS-XL

bathrobe XS-XXL

Overview - Bathrobes, Homecoats & Kimono's

LOUISE chocolate

LOUISE navy

60% cotton / 40% polyester

60% cotton / 40% polyester

bathrobe XS-XXL

bathrobe XS-XXL

PERRI ROSALEE blue

PERRI ROSALEE rose

100% GOTS cotton velours 380 gr/m2

100% GOTS cotton velours 380 gr/m2

bathrobe XS-XXL

bathrobe XS-XXL

FLEUR ecru

FLEUR nightblue

100% polyester fleece

100% polyester fleece

homecoat XS-XXL

homecoat XS-XXL

FLEUR taupe
100% polyester fleece
homecoat XS-XXL

Bathrobes, Homecoats & Kimono's - Overview
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New

New

JULA OPHELIA nightblue

JULA IMOGEN nightblue

100% polyester satin

100% polyester satin

kimono (ankle length) XS-XXL

kimono (ankle length) XS-XXL

JULA LISA silk

JULA DIEM nightblue

100% polyester satin

100% modal

kimono (ankle length) XS-XXL

kimono (ankle length) XS-XXL

ILONA VERENA antique white

JULA ELEANOR nightblue

100% polyester satin

100% modal

kimono (ankle length) XS-XXL

kimono (ankle length) XS-XXL

New
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New

IRIS JULIETTE nightblue

SAMMIE JULIETTE nightblue

quilted 100% cotton / polyester filling

quilted 100% cotton / polyester filling

short kimono XS-XXL

kimono XS-XXL

Overview - Bathrobes, Homecoats & Kimono's

€139,95

€189,95

Bathrobes, Homecoats & Kimono's - Overview
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New

New

SARAI FLEUR FESTIVE blooming black

SARAI OPHELIA midnight swim

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

kimono XS-XXL

kimono XS-XXL

SARAI FLORE boyish blue

SARAI FEIJA indian gold

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

kimono XS-XXL

kimono XS-XXL

FLEUR nightblue

FLEUR ecru

100% cotton satin

100% cotton satin

kimono XS-XL

kimono XS-XL

New

FLEUR rose
100% cotton satin
kimono XS-XL
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Bathrobes, Homecoats & Kimono's - Overview
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Overview

Overview
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Bags

From make up bag to weekend bag: whatever make-up bag
you’re looking for, ESSENZA has a matching
beauty to transport your belongings.
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Overview - Bags

MEGAN JULIETTE almost black
outside: 100% cotton quilted (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm
make-up bag

PEPPER JULIETTE almost black
outside: 100% cotton quilted (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 28 cm x D 13 cm x H 17 cm
toilet bag

TRACY JULIETTE almost black
outside: 100% cotton quilted (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm
beautycase

MEGAN OPHELIA nightblue

MEGAN OPHELIA midnight swim

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

make-up bag

make-up bag

PEPPER OPHELIA nightblue

PEPPER OPHELIA midnight swim

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

W 28 cm x D 13 cm x H 17 cm

W 28 cm x D 13 cm x H 17 cm

toilet bag

toilet bag

TRACY OPHELIA nightblue

TRACY OPHELIA midnight swim

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

beautycase

beautycase

Bags - Overview
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LUCY TEDDY leather brown
outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 15 cm x D 10 cm x H 10 cm
make-up bag

MEGAN TEDDY leather brown
outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm
make-up bag

TRACY TEDDY leather brown
outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm
make-up bag

PEYTON TEDDY leather brown
outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 42 cm x D 12,5 cm x H 35 cm
make-up bag

PEBBLES TEDDY leather brown
outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 50 cm x D 20 cm x H 30 cm
weekender
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LUCY TEDDY nightblue

LUCY TEDDY vanilla

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

W 15 cm x D 10 cm x H 10 cm

W 15 cm x D 10 cm x H 10 cm

make-up bag

make-up bag

MEGAN TEDDY nightblue

MEGAN TEDDY vanilla

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

W 20 cm x D 8 cm x H 11 cm

make-up bag

make-up bag

PEPPER TEDDY vanilla
outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)
W 28 cm x D 13 cm x H 17 cm
toilet bag

TRACY TEDDY nightblue

TRACY TEDDY vanilla

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

W 25 cm x D 17 cm x H 17 cm

make-up bag

make-up bag

PEYTON TEDDY nightblue

PEYTON TEDDY vanilla

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

W 42 cm x D 12,5 cm x H 35 cm

W 42 cm x D 12,5 cm x H 35 cm

make-up bag

make-up bag

PEBBLES TEDDY nightblue

PEBBLES TEDDY vanilla

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

outside: 100% polyester velvet (PVC free)
inside: 100% polyester (PVC free)

W 50 cm x D 20 cm x H 30 cm

W 50 cm x D 20 cm x H 30 cm

weekender

weekender

Bags - Overview
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Discover more
Scan the QR code and discover the other product groups!

Fragances

Porcelain
Table & Kitchen Linen
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Overview - Discover more

The Homewear Collection
Fall/Winter 2022

ESSENZA for Mauritshuis

ESSENZA for Mauritshuis
A collection of duvet covers, home wear, rugs, poufs and accessories in collaboration with the Mauritshuis.

The rich, refined and exclusive handwriting of ESSENZA in combination with the world-famous works of art
f rom the museum in The Hague. The result: a master collection.

Discover more - Overzicht
Overview
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Merchandise

Would you like to occasionally surprise your customers with something extra?
Then these promotional items from ESSENZA are exactly what you need! A stylish
notebook that closes with a handy elastic or a lovely shopper that perfectly matches
a duvet cover. Pick your favourite!

DIEM nightblue

DIEM nightblue

100% polypropyleen

paper

B 45 cm x D 12 cm x H 35 cm
shopper

notebook A5

€12,95

€9,95

VERENA antique white
VERENA antique white

100% polypropyleen

paper

W 60 cm x D 20 cm x H 40 cm
shopper XL

€11,95

FAUVE antique white

FAUVE antique white

100% polypropyleen

paper

W 45 cm x D 12 cm x H 35 cm
shopper
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notebook A5

notebook A5
€9,95

€12,95

€12,95

ISABELLE marsala

ISABELLE marsala

100% polypropyleen

paper

W 60 cm x D 20 cm x H 40 cm
shopper XL

€11,95

notebook A5

€12,95

AURELIE iceblue

AURELIE iceblue

100% polypropyleen

paper

W 60 cm x D 20 cm x H 40 cm
shopper XL

€11,95

notebook A5

€12,95

FLORENCE multi
100% polyester
W 60 cm x D 20 cm x H 40 cm (XL)

shopper XL

€11,95

Merchandise - Overview
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Size chart

What size of fitted sheet and duvet cover do you need? This table lets you see the
common sizes of the fitted sheets and duvet covers for every bed or mattress size.
Please note that these are the most logical sizes, but it can of course be that someone
has a relatively narrow or wide duvet on their bed. Therefore, always refer to the size
of the duvet. If the customer does not know this then ask to which extent the duvet
drapes over the sides of the bed. From this you should be able to deduce what size of
duvet cover the customer requires.
All our duvet covers have an extra-long length of 260 cm, this includes a tuck-in strip of
40 cm. This extra-long length means they are suitable for almost every kind of duvet and
mattress and they can even be used for a box spring with extra thick mattress.
Extra-long length
40 cm

cm

30

40
±

cm

±

25

30

cm

cm

±

±

40

25

±

cm

±

120 cm

Recommended size fitted sheet

Recommended size fitted sheet

Recommended size fitted sheet

80 or 90 x 200 cm (percale/satin)

120 x 200 cm (percale/satin)

140 x 190/200 cm (percale/satin)

90/100 x 200/220 cm ( jersey)

90/100 x 200/220 cm ( jersey)

140/160 x 200/220 cm ( jersey)

Recommended size duvet (cover)

Recommended size duvet (cover)

Recommended size duvet (cover)

140 x 200/220 cm

200 x 200/220 cm

200 x 200/220 cm

Large double

King-size double

cm

20

30
±

Recommended size fitted sheet

±

cm
40

Recommended size fitted sheet

cm

cm

cm

180 cm

20

30

40

160 cm

±

±

±

±

140 cm

cm

80/90 cm

Standard double
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Small double
cm

Queen size

Single

200 cm

Recommended size fitted sheet

160 x 200 cm (percale/satin)

180 x 200 cm (percale/satin)

180 x 200 cm (percale/satin)

140/160 x 200/220 cm ( jersey)

180/200 x 200/220 cm ( jersey)

180/200 x 200/220 cm ( jersey)

Recommended size duvet (cover)

Recommended size duvet (cover)

Recommended size duvet (cover)

240 x 200/220 cm

240 x 200/220 cm

240 x 200/220 cm

260 x 200/220 cm

260 x 200/220 cm

Size chart

Size chart
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All about the fabrics
Most of our duvet covers are made f rom cotton - and for a good
reason. This natural material is perfect for sleeping both on and
underneath. The fabric is soft and supple, breathes well and is
moisture-absorbent. Moreover, cotton is strong and durable, so

The way the cotton is woven varies according to quality. Cotton
renforcé and percale are woven differently than cotton satin.

Inslag

you can enjoy your bedding for years to come.

Two different sets of yarns or threads are crossed over each
other to create a weave. The vertical thread is the 'warp' and
the horizontal thread that is woven through is the 'weft'. The
way in which the threads cross each other determines the

Ketting

weave and therefore the quality of the fabric. For our duvet
covers we use plain weave and satin weave.

FLAT WEAVE

SATIN WEAVE

The flat weave is the simplest weave and is used for fabrics such as

The satin weave is different from the flat weave because the

cotton renforcé, percale and cotton flannel. With a flat weave, the

horizontal thread passes at least once under and 4 times over the

horizontal thread always goes once over and then once under the

vertical thread. This creates the shiny and soft feeling of cotton satin.

vertical thread.

Cotton Renforcé

Cotton Satin

Renforcé comes from the French word for "strengthen". Cotton

Satin says nothing about the material, but instead tells us about

renforcé means "reinforced and strengthened cotton".

the weave. Cotton satin is made from 100% natural cotton and
therefore has all the wonderful properties of cotton: it breathes well

Cotton Percale

and is moisture-absorbent. Our favourite fabric for bedding! The

The difference between cotton renforce and percale is the number

thread count is usually between 200 and 220. Our premium duvet

of threads (thread count) used. Perkal has a higher thread count

covers have an extra high quality of 300 TC. The fabric is woven with

and finer yarn and therefore feels softer, smoother and more

300 threads per inch, which ensures even more shine, softness and

pleasant.

suppleness.

Cotton Flannel

Cotton Jersey

With cotton flannel, the woven fabric is gently roughened, making it

Jersey fabrics are not woven but knitted. The quality is expressed

feel soft, woolly and wonderfully thick. Ideal for the winter!

in weight instead of thread count. Because jersey is knitted, it has
a light stretch that feels very comfortable. Jersey is slightly thicker
than cotton percale or satin, which makes it perfect for the autumn
season.
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Organic Cotton
An increasing part of our collection is made from organic cotton. We
opted here for GOTS certified cotton. The international GOTS (Global
Organic Textile Standard) certificate doesn’t only guarantee that
the cotton has been organically grown, but also that manufacturing
takes place in an environmentally and socially responsible manner.
We all get a better night’s sleep out of that! Read more about GOTS
on page 218.
Bamboo Viscose
New in the ESSENZA collection is the fabric bamboo viscose.
Bamboo particles are processed into a fine textile fibre by means of
a viscose production process. Bamboo fabric feels very soft and can
perfectly regulate heat and absorb moisture. It is therefore lovely
and cool in the summer and warm in the winter. Bamboo is the
fastest growing plant in the world and does not require manure,
pesticide or other chemicals to grow, unlike cotton.
Jacquard
Jacquard is a weaving technique that allows us to weave the most
intricate patterns into a fabric. The deliberate skipping of specific
warp threads creates beautiful woven designs with a light and dark
contrast. This is clearly visible when you move the fabric. Jacquard
can be applied to both cotton satin and bamboo viscose.
Lyocell
Lyocell is usually made from fast-growing eucalyptus trees,
although oaks and birches are also used. After harvest, the wood is
cut into small pieces, ground into pulp, and then dissolved using
the substance amine oxide. What remains is raw cellulose, which
is then filtered, after which white lyocell fibres are created and are
spun into yarn and eventually woven into fabric. It is a durable fabric
using fast-growing trees that grow well even on already depleted
soil, without irrigation and virtually no pesticides. No toxic chemicals
are used in production and 99.5% of the solvents can be reused.
Less water is used in production and the breathable quality of the
fabric ensures that you do not have to wash it as often.

All about the fabrics
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Sustainability

Sustainability is a big theme at ESSENZA. We cannot– and

Sustainable Fabrics

do not want to – ignore this in today’s world. It is not only

An increasing part of the collection is made f rom GOTS-

an important point for us and for the environment, but also

certified cotton. The international GOTS (Global Organic Textile

for all future generations. This is why we work and produce

Standard) certificate not only guarantees the use of organically

with as much care and attention as possible for people, the
environment and society. We are continuously working to
make our organisation – and in particular, our development
and production process – more sustainable and to take our
social responsibility to all links in the chain.
Joining Forces

grown cotton, but also that production is carried out in an
environmentally f riendly and socially responsible manner. So, we
can all sleep better.
GOTS imposes requirements on factories regarding the use
of harmful chemicals and the consumption of water and
energy. GOTS also includes criteria for working conditions
during production. These are based on the standards of the

In order to further make the entire textile industry more

International Labour Organisation, such as the right to trade

sustainable, it is essential that we join forces. This is why we

union f reedom, fair wages and the right to safe and healthy

signed the 5-year Dutch Covenant for Sustainable Clothing and

working conditions. Compliance with GOTS requirements is

Textiles in 2016. With this we are part of more than 90 brands

monitored by independent, accredited organisations.

and retailers. We work together with the Dutch government,
trade unions, trade associations and civil society organisations
on the problems faced by the textile industry and inspire each
other to continue to become more sustainable. Corporate
social responsibility is at the top of our agenda. We are closely
monitoring developments and are continuously working on the
next steps we can take to become even more sustainable. We will
hopefully re-enter into the covenant this year.
As we are also active in Germany, we joined the German
equivalent of this covenant, the Bündniss für Nachhaltigen

Inspire and Inform

We think it is important to inform and inspire our customers
as well. Not only with beautiful products for the home, but also
with our vision on sustainability. For example, from this autumn,
our ESSENZA duvet covers have renewed wax instruction cards
that give the customer inspiration and information to keep our

Textilien in 2019. This means, we can also join forces in Germany

textiles beautiful for as long as possible, while having as little

with the government and partners in the textile industry, so we

impact on the environment as they can. You can also read about

can work together to continue to make the textile industry more

our sustainable inspiration on our website. The cards are of

sustainable.

course printed on FSC®-certified paper.

Transparency in the Chain

Sleeping Well

To gain insight into the work of our suppliers, we have been a

At ESSENZA we want everyone to get a good night’s sleep. Not

member of Amfori BSCI since 2019. This gives us a better insight

just the people at home, with the help of our wonderfully soft

into our entire production chain and allows us to work more

bedding and gorgeous pyjamas, but also the people who work

specifically with any weak spots at our suppliers. In addition, in

at our office and in our production chain. Then also, all our

February 2021 we also signed the Transparency Pledge, so that

retailers and the people who are on the shop floor. Anyone who

everyone can view our production chain. We do this because we

is connected or affiliated with ESSENZA. You can only sleep well

want to take responsibility for our chain and it helps us to address

if we produce in a sustainable way with an eye for people and the

potential risks, in cooperation with partners using the same

environment. We are therefore working hard to create a fair and

supplier.

sustainable future.

Textiles that make you Feel Good
All our products are made to relax in or under. It is therefore extra
important that they feel great on the skin and are f ree of harmful
substances. Our fabrics are therefore Oeko-Tex certified or meet
the REACH requirements. These are important health labels for
products. This way we can be sure that they are free of harmful
substances that pose a risk to health. Peace of mind!

Discover more about our
sustainability journey
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PVC-free packaging
Our packaging has also been reinvented. At ESSENZA we are well

To prevent the products from being damaged during transport

on our way to making all our packaging 100% PVC-f ree. PVC is

or in a warehouse, we still envelop them in a recyclable, PVC-free

not recyclable and can contain harmful substances. Almost all

plastic bag. These are removed before they are presented in the

duvet covers from the new spring/summer '22 collection are

store. Only our flannel duvet covers come in PVC-free plastic

packaged in a fabric bag with a paper sleeve around it. The fabric

packaging.

bag can be reused for all kinds of purposes that the customer can

Essenza's premium and GOTS-certified duvet covers come in a

decide for themselves, great for the environment and great for

luxury storage box made from FSC®-certified cardboard. On the

the customer! On our website we share some lovely ideas to help

back of the box, we give more information about the meaning

the customer get started.

and benefits of GOTS certified cotton.

Premium packaging

Signature/Seasonal packaging

Sustainability
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Credits

A special thank you to everyone who has lent us his/her beautiful product/item.
This embraces and intensifies the feeling we want to create with our collection
and it completes the story. It’s all about the details!
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FINE-ART PHOTOGRAPHY

MAMA VAAS BRONZE

SOFT CANDLEHOLDER WHITE

www.vandeCamp-Heesterbeek.nl

Roderick Vos

Kiki van Eijk

www.vandeCamp-Heesterbeek.nl

www.cor-unum.com

OBJECT CROCQ

BOWL IONIC ROZE

PIET BOON ELLA POUF

Marjan Veltkamp.

Mae Engelgeer

www.canoof.nl

www.fields.co.nl

www.fields.co.nl

Credits

UNTITLED - 17 - 2018 (LEAF)

WOMAN WITH GRAPES

ORGANICALLY SHAPED TABLE

Astrid Zuidema

Renate Dutrée

www.studio-yen.com

www.astridzuidema.com

www.renatedutreephotography.com

(DAYBED) HADLEY OAK

SIDE TABLE GLASS MANGO WOOD

OPTIEKVAAS

www.sofacompany.com

www.pomax.com

www.nationaalglasmuseum.nl

Credits
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Colophon

ESSENZA® is a registered trademark of ESSENZA HOME Bunnik - The Netherlands. This brochure is published by ESSENZA HOME and
serves as an image catalog. Images can sometimes differ, ranges are non-binding and without obligation. Marketing & Sales by ESSENZA
HOME. We refer to our selective distribution guidelines. Erros and changes excepted. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronical, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise,
without the prior permission of ESSENZA HOME changes in colors and styles with reservation.

Contact

Sales

ESSENZAHOME.com

EUROTEX

info@essenzahome.com

eurotex.dk

+31 (0)343 44 21 44

eurotex@eurotex.dk

INTERNATIONAL

DENMARK

+45 (0)40 25 00 97
GERMANY, AUSTRIA & SWITZERLAND
ESSENZAHOME.de

ITALY

info@essenzahome.de

MUM S.R.L.

+49 (0)286 18 11 64-0

DISTRIBUZIONE TESSILE

Photography
Interior
ALEXANDER VAN BERGE
www.alexandervanberge.nl
Models
NINE IJFF
www.ijffphotography.com

mumsrl.it
FRANCE

info@mumsrl.it

ESSENZAHOME.fr

+39 (0)434 63 33 15

Styling

FINLAND

Interior

info@essenzahome.fr
+33 (0)782 14 17 41

MAGASIN LARECO FRIEND OF BRANDS OY
EASTERN EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST

magasin.nu

ESSENZAHOME.com

nina@magasin.nu

g.bottka@essenzahome.nl

+358 403 567 830
BALTICS
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www.teijgeman.com
Models
MAARTJE VAN DEN BROEK

+36 (0)70 418 55 66
CANADA

MAGASIN LARECO FRIEND OF BRANDS OY

ESSENZAHOME.com

magasin.nu

www.textilecity.ca

julius@magasin.nu

archie@textilecity.ca

+372 590 852 09

+1 (0)905 817 1300 ext. 248

YVONNE TEIJGEMAN

www.maartjevandenbroek.nl

